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A culture of ethical recruitment 
Secretary Silvestre H. Bello III 
General Membership Meeting  

Overseas Placement Association of the Philippines 
and the Coalition of Licensed Agencies 

GHR Bldg 2713 Remedios St. Malate/New World Hotel 
Pedro Gil, Malate Manila 

    November 21, 2019, 10A.M. : 
 
 
OPAP President Alicia Devulgado, CLADS President Lucita 
Sermonia, fellow workers in government, friends, guests, 
ladies and gentlemen. 
 
First of all, I’m glad to report to you that our efforts to improve 
and nurture the Filipino worker have gained another global 

distinction. 
 
The Swiss-based International Institute for Management 
Development (IMD) upgraded our global human resource 
ranking in its annual “World Talent Ranking” survey. This pins 
another badge of honor for the country and our workers, 
especially our OFWs. 
 
I say this because the placement and deployment business is 

a vibrant industry that is fueled by the talent and uniqueness 
of the Filipino worker. 
  
With that, I greet the officers and members of OPAP and 
CLADS as you gather today for your general membership 
meeting foregrounded with such good news. 
 
I also congratulate everyone for the opening of your Action 

Center and launch of the social media platforms. 
 
I’ve always said that a few spurious outliers may sometimes 
mar the image of the recruitment industry but it is still led 
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and peopled by well-meaning professionals and conscientious 
entrepreneurs.  
 
The industry is still composed of agencies that continue to 
professionalize and improve their services. Agencies that are 
always on a quest for excellence.  
 
The launching of the Action Center and social media platforms 
is both a testimony of such commitment to excellence and 
service, as it is a desire to strengthen solidarity.  
 
We laud our partnership in our great task of providing gainful 
employment to the Filipino. We are proud for having worked 
with agencies who continue to assist us in the social task of 
ensuring that the opportunities for our OFWs remain secure 
and inviolate. 

 
And we will continue this constructive engagement especially 
with agencies that have the ability to combine enterprise with 
virtue. Kung baga maayos na pagnenegosyo na may tamang 
serbisyo para sa ating mga OFWs. ‘Yan ang hinahangad 
namin. 
 
Again, I congratulate everyone for your collective efforts in 
helping shape the recruitment industry and for preaching and 

practicing ethical recruitment. 
 
Our mandate to provide decent employment to every Filipino 
and to secure and protect our OFWs are always made fulfilling 
when our stakeholders are guided by a sense of 
professionalism and ethical responsibility. 
 
It is in these forms of service where your goals and our 

mandate converge, which is: To make sure that the security 
and welfare of the Filipino OFW is guaranteed through a fair, 
ethical, judicious, and conscientious manner. 
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Weeding out the outliers and misfits in the recruitment 
industry has always been an overriding goal in my term at the 
Labor Department. 
 
Instituting a culture of ethical, legal, and conscientious regime 
in the industry has always been an abiding goal. And that 
conviction will continue until our term is done. 
 
We will make sure that with our partnership, we will continue 
to reform the industry for it is the only way we can best serve 
the Filipino people and our OFWs. 
 
Thank you and Mabuhay! 
 


